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a powerful invader.1 Its organization always remained rough
and " feudal" ; powerful chiefs maintained and led large
bodies of retainers ; we read of Menon of Pharsalos in the
fifth century leading a private army of two or three hundred
mounted Penestai " of his own " to the help of the Athenians
before Amphipolis.2
So the Thessalians suppressed their serfs and curbed
the predatory instincts of the Perrhaiboi, and pressing on
through Achaia established an ascendancy also over the
Malians, Dolopes, and Ainianes in the Spercheios basin to
southward. Of the six peoples who were thus compelled to
accept Thessalian overlordship, all except the Malians
appear in Homer's list of the Achaian allies at Troy, but they
have not been unaffected by later race-movements. Homer
locates Perrhaiboi and " Enienes " together " round wintry
Dodona ",3 whence in historic times we find that they have
been driven, the Perrhaiboi eastward to the mountains on
the northern border of Thessaly, the Ainianes south-east
to its southern border. The Malians are newcomers, who
are said to have come " with Herakles ", as befits a conquest-
people, and driven the primitive inhabitants, the Dryopes,
from " what is now called Doris " on the slopes of Oita.4 The
Achaioi of Phthiotis are still in situ, like the Dolopes, but
their territory has suffered contraction; they have been
driven into the hill-country of Othrys, losing territory on
the south, along the Spercheios, to the Malians, and on the
north, in the plains round Pharsalos, to the Thessaloi.
1	Thk. i, 111, on the Athenian invasion of Thessaly about 454 in support
of the exiled Orestes of Pharsalos ;   Myronides' effective occupation was
confined to " the ground his infantry stood on ".
2	Demosthenes, Against Aristokr,, 51 (p. 687).
3	II xi, 748.   Strabo (ix, 442) and Plutarch (Q.G. xiii) say that they had
a still earlier home on the Thessalian plain whence they were driven out into
the hills by the Lapiths. See Halliday, on Plutarch loc. cit. The complicated
account of their wanderings there given is circumstantial, but seems to rest
on " Kombinationen" rather than on any early evidence.   I can make
nothing of the itinerary of Apollo (Olympos—Pieria—Emathia—Enienes—
Perrhaiboi—lolkos) in Hymn to Pythian Apollo, 88 ft   If the writer really
knew any north-Greek geography at all, he makes Apollo revolve in small
circles.
4	Hdt. viii, 43.

